NOTICES

1982 MAC Short Course—Granitic Pegmatites
May 14–16, 1982

The course is specifically designed to cover all aspects of pegmatites and is oriented towards geologists from industry and academia who wish an up-to-date overview of the subject. Consequently, a wide variety of topics will be covered, including: anatomy and classification (P. Cerny); silicate minerals (D. M. Burt, P. Cerny, F. C. Hawthorne, D. London, R. F. Martin); oxide minerals (B. Chakoumakos, R. C. Ewing, E. E. Foord); phosphate and borate minerals (P. B. Moore); petrology and petrogenesis (D. M. Burt, P. Cerny, R. H. Jahns); geochemistry (G. S. Clark, E. W. Heinrich, F. J. Longstaffe); exploration (P. Cerny, E. W. Heinrich, D. L. Trueman); ore processing: Tanco mine (R. O. Burt); Foote mine (I. A. Kunasz); Greenbushes mine (M. I. Hatcher, B. Bolitho).

There will be 2 days of lectures and a one-day field trip to the Tanco mine and mill and the local geology.

An introductory party will be held the evening of May 13th.

Participants will receive a set of lecture notes prepared by the lecturers presenting the course. The registration fee has not yet been fixed but will be in the neighborhood of $350 for professionals and $200 for students, to include lecture notes, accommodation and field trip expenses.

Further information is available from:
Dr. P. Cerny/Dr. F. C. Hawthorne
Department of Earth Sciences
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3T 2N2
Telephone: 204-474-8252

Zeo-Agriculture '82
June 1–4, 1982

Zeo-agriculture '82 has been organized to provide a much-needed forum for agronomists, plant scientists, animal nutritionists, aquaculturalists, and agricultural engineers to meet, interact, and exchange information with members of the chemical, geological and mining areas. This conference on the use of natural zeolites in agriculture and aquaculture will be held in Rochester, New York, sponsored by the State University of New York, College at Brockport. Technical program includes: mini short-course on zeolites; agronomic and plant science applications; animal nutrition applications; aquacultural applications; agricultural engineering applications; round table discussions—future prospects for zeo-agriculture.

For further information: F. A. Mumpton, Chairman
Zeo-Agriculture '82
Department of Earth Sciences
State University College
Brockport, New York 14420

Abstracts of submitted papers due February 1, 1982.